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Goat's Head Pub· more than just beer 
by Jeff Roy 
Newspeek steff 
The student, obviously tired of 
reading passages from a Physics text, 
was destined for activity. 
On an early Wednesday evening, 
with a budget consisting of about $3.00 
and an over 20 ID, the student wan-
dered down the stairs of Sanford Riley 
Hall. 
Destination: Goat's Head Pub. 
There he would have a beer and 
listen to the beat of the Pub stereo 
system with music featured for this 
" Dance Night". If his luck was with 
him, he might even have ended up with 
a date for the evening. 
Dazed and confused, a freshman 
followed the same student down the 
stairs of Riley and figured on getting 
the same entertainment. Unfor-
tunately, he was only 18. 
And whet's so "pub atmospheric" 
about the Goat's Head Pub? Well, you 
don't notice that until you pass 
through the doors leading to the hum-
ble establishment. 
Presently, you don't have to walt In 
line to take advantage of the events In 
the Pub, and you usually don't have to 
walt for a seat. All of this could change 
though, once students learn that the 
Pub Is not only for the over 20 crowd 
Enter the Goat's Head Pub on a 
Tuesday night and you'll be able to 
catch a " Pub Flick". 
"The theory behind the Pub Flicks 
Is to provide one or two movies that 
people can see In their entirety," ~x­
plalned the Pub's manager, Glen 
Deluca. "People can come down here, 
relax, and catch something In Its en-
tirety. This provides an alternative 
because you don't have to spend a 
whole evening here. 
Hyde · a silent film only 11 minutes 
long." 
The Pub Flicks as Deluca explained, 
provide the alternative. You can sit at a 
table with something to munch on and 
view a movie -one of the few places on 
campus where you can enjoy such 
relaxation. 
(contlnu~ to page 14) 
The freshman did not turn around 
and walk out because of the State Law, 
however. It waan 't the beer that at-
tracted him, It was the Pub's atmo-
sphere that made him stay. 
"The movies we show are not one's 
people would ordinarily be abiA to see, 
they're thematic. You can go see a full 
length feature at Alden Hall, but those 
Involve more time. Coming up, we have 
a 1911 version of Or. Jekyll and Mr. S.ttda .,. only one feetu,. of the Qo.t's Heed Pub. 
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Some professors have 'lighter' loads 
Under the Plan, some work harder 
(Editor's Note: The following article snd a related article on page 10 des/ 
with the problem of faculty loading, something that has been s concern 
to faculty and administration since the early 1970's. The problem exists 
at most colleges In the United States today, but WPI's problem Is unique 
because of the effects of the Plsn. The two articles presented here are 
the result of three weeks of study and Interviews by Newspeak staff 
writers Doug Fraher and Bob Thivierge. For the most part, they des/ with 
/QP and MQP advising, but, as with any article on the Plan, all aspects of 
the Plan are touched upon.) 
by Doug Fraher 
Newspeak staff 
Stated In the WPI Philosophy of 
Education, approved by the faculty on 
December 17, 1969, Is the goal that 
"specialization must be tempered with 
Interdisciplinary breadth, for the 
solutions to the problems of our 
technological world demand minds of 
the widest scope. We need, In fact, 
'technological humanists' who are 
professionally competent In their 
technical fields and humanely aware of 
what needs to be done and why." At-
tempting this goal required the for-
mation of the WPI Plan and Ita com-
ponent requirements. In many cases 
the Plan has been notably successful, 
but It Ia undergoing constant change. 
Education at WPI Ia an evolutionary 
process that depends upon the 
student's motivation, willingness to 
take advantage of the flexibility of· 
fared by the program, and the quality of 
adwce that the student receives. 
was to bring to the competency exam 
professional representatlves ... the 
problem Is really a logistical one, not a 
matter of policy. Faculty members 
have experience In making up comps 
and they develop teams that are ex-
perienced In using them. While there's 
no prohibition against using outside 
people, making arrangements, getting 
them here, and the numbers Involved In 
the big departments, like mechanical 
and electrical engineering makes It 
very hard to have someone from off 
campus really participate. If there's an 
exam In a specialized topic you can 
bring In someone who Is well versed In 
the material and can do the job." 
The two project requirements build 
strength In problem solving methods 
evaluated by the comp, and as such 
are a vital part of the WPI educational 
process. The experience that project 
advisors can offer to the students 
plays a vital role In this, yet In some 
departments on campus the 
distribution of project work Ia quite 
' ••• what's really happened Is some people very good 
In proJects tend to be very good In classes, so they 
become very overloaded ••• ' 
The competency exam, designed to 
test the student In his major field with 
problems of the type encountered on 
the job, was originally Intended to In-
clude outside professional prac· 
tltloners In the testing procedure. 
William Grogan, Dean of Un· 
dergraduate Studies, commenting on 
this, said, "As It turned out, we have 
occasionally used some outside 
people, but not to the extent en-
visioned In the early days. The Idea 
uneven, with some professors carrying 
an Incredible number of projects, and 
others advising few or none. Raymond 
Bolz, VIce-President and Dean of 
Faculty, says that "We hope and ex· 
pact virtually all faculty will become 
Involved In projects to a great extent 
But faculty members feel most comfor-
table with what they think they do best. 
Some love the classroom mode and 
don't feel comfortable with the project 
mode. For engineers, who are lnheren-
Dean Wlllllm Grogan. 
tly problem solvers, once they get In· 
volved with project work they usually 
find It Interesting and challenging ... 
some faculty members here have 
taught for years In the classroom mode 
to ask for Immediate or short term kind 
ot change Ia not so t888008ble, but more 
prolJably not so reasonable-but more 
and more faculty members are finding 
the exciting aspects of project 
work. .. all faculty members do not have 
to do all thlngs ... what's Important Ia 
that the overall department team an· 
swera the needs of the students." 
Dean Grogan views the Imbalance In 
project advising as "very definitely a 
problem .. .! would expect, definitely, 
some varlatlon ... but what's really hap-
pened, Is some people very good In 
projects tend to be very good In 
classes, so they become very 
overloaded, and there are other people 
who are relatively lightly loaded. This 
Is a problem that department heads 
and all of us are constantly trying to 
respond to ... tnere's at least one depan· 
ment head who has taken a very active 
role In trying to adjust the load within 
the department, as far as MOPs are 
concerned at least. In lOPs the problem 
Is probably more difficult. There are 
some people extremely Interested and 
active while others probably never had 
an lOP In their lives. The hope Is that 
between lOP, MOP, and classroom 
work the load that a faculty member 
would carry In teaching would even 
out, but, unfortunately, It has not. and 
... 
Mud, 
slime, 
and the 
Queen 
.... .,.a. 
there are definite Inequalities In the 
loading pattern. There are all kinds of 
reasons, among which Is the fact that 
some people are simply more 
available, more Interested, and more 
visible to atudents ... personallty Is a 
factor to some extent, and the 
reputation that a faculty member may 
develop aa a good and effective ad· 
visor witt tend to spread and that 
member will attract more students. I 
think we have to find all sorts of ways 
to make the load more equitable 
throughout. A key element Ia the role 
that department heads play within the 
department In encouraging faculty 
who don't have very many projects to 
become Involved. Through the Dlvtslon 
of Interdisciplinary Affairs we try to 
encourage faculty to become Involved 
In lOP work and spread the load 
throughout the college." 
Making comparisons of workloads 
and their balancing within depart-
menta Ia difficult enough, but compar-
Isons between departments is yet more 
complex. Dean Bolz stated that he can 
only try to balance loads between 
"departments and It's the respon-
sibility of the department head to even 
the load within a department. I tty to 
balance department loadlng·the num· 
ber of students, projects, academic 
advising, and competency exams. I 
have to look at It In a comparative way 
and react In terms of faculty size. For 
each faculty member what Is a full load 
(continued to page 10) 
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The Plan is still an issue 
This wee 's issue of Newspeat. presents the first In-depth article on 
the Plan In a long tune. In one way, the fact that we haven't had any news 
about the Plan is good. In another, It is bad. Perhaps the Plan has 
become "non-news" because it has reached a point where no major 
changes must be made. On the other hand, It may show an un-
willingness of WPI students, faculty, and administration to criticize 
something that works despite its shortcomings. 
When the Plan was first being implemented (in the early 70's), it was a 
topic of hot debate between students, faculty and administration. 
Should the seven week tenn be replaced with a different schedule? Is the 
AD, AC, NR system of grading the best we can come up with? Is the Plan 
a public relations glmmlc or IS U an honest attempt to make 
.. technological humani sts?" Is mandatory physical education con· 
slstent with the philosophy of the Plan? 
No punches were held back in those days. "Certain aspects of the WPI 
Plan encourage mediocrity. Specifically there are the grading system 
and the very large classes", charged an editorial in a December. 1973 
Issue of Newspeak. "Smce the sufficiency requirement must be restric-
ted to one aspect of the humanities, it would tend to give the student a 
EdiToRiAl 
ll.nited outlook on human needs ... thls seems as a contradiction of the 
Plan philosophy", said another article. Whether these points were even a 
part of the Plan was also debated. ''The Plan is not seven week terms, or 
IPI, or DIST·AC-NR. It is not even projects. These things are not even 
'pteces' of the Plan", wrote an editor in 1974. 
It was easy to criticize the Plan 1n its infancy. It was putting a large 
burden on students, faculty, and administration as they all tried to"adjust 
to something completely different from anything they had ever ex-
penenced before. The mood of the times also made It easier to criticize 
the Ptan.ln its own way, WPI extended the 60's for Itself by givlnQ itself a 
hot issue to argue about. When that period in history died, the de-
bate died. 
No one should doubt the Plan has not ftnished its evolution from 
philooophy to policy. Many students and faculty have their doubts about 
WPJ's grading system, the nature and quality of projects, the advising 
p•ocess. the sufficiency, the PE requirement. IPI courses, and the com· 
petency exam. Discussions between students and faculty often focus on 
shortcomings of the Plan, but the fervor of the debates of the past Is 
gone. 
The fact that the fervor is gone does not mean that the debates are 
unnecessary. Institutions of all types are always going through an 
evolution. They adjust to the times and the needs of their constituents. 
For this reason, the WPI community should openly discuss the Plan 
muCh more than Jt now Is. The disagreements of the past are what led to 
the success of the Pfan. There are still disagreements, but unless they 
are vented they cannot be acted upon. If they are not resolved now. they 
may cause problems In the near future as more people doubt the ability 
of the Plan to achieve Its goals. 
The articles on faculty loading and project advising In this Issue of 
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LETTERS 
Students attacked 
To the editor. 
What is a common oocurence in 
every ma1or urban center In the United 
States 1s no less common In Wor· 
ces1er. This past Wednesday night, my 
friend and 1 left the Pob arler last call. 
We crossed Institute Road and walked 
towards Highland Street A while, tour· 
door sedan conta.ning five v1rile, young 
men pulled over. These ammals were 
quite drugged and Intoxicated. They 
got out and attacked us for no reason 
whatsoever. They shoved us on the 
ground and repeatedly kicked us about 
the head and bod~ while chantmg, ''I'm 
on drugs" and "I m going to eat you" 
My friend's wallet was taken from his 
pocket and I needed fo • stttches to 
close a gash under my ght eye. The 
worst part wa • we p • aded with a 
bystander who saw the \'•hole scene to 
get the car's registrat•on. His reply 
was, " No, you get 1t " This let1er Is a 
warnmg to WPI students who may 
happen to read tl Constantly be aware 
of carloads of guys cruising around 
campus at night . These vermin get 
loaded and cruise for vtctlms. Five on 
two are excellent odds. 
Name Withheld 
Pub use needed 
To the editor· 
I was very pleased to see the 
Editorial in last week's Newspeak. I 
could not agree more whole-heartedly 
w1th Ken that the Pub Is underutillzed (greatly). and that the activity at file 
Pub should not be centered around 
beer and drinking. (However. there Is a 
very strong emphasis here at WPI on 
drink-oriented activity-as at any 
college.) 
One must stop to ask himself what 
he wants out of college. As a member 
of both the Spectrum and Clnematech 
Committees, I would feel that students 
would want to take advantage of as 
many learning experien.ces and free 
entertainment opponunlties as 
possible. Ask anyone v. h se attended 
one or more of our ~ rtormances 
they've enjoyed them lrn ensely. 
Does the lack of acti~ y down In the 
Pub reflect an apathetic campus or 
more sadly an alcohol~entered social 
ltfe phlfosophy? If you have 
suggestions, tell Glenn Deluca or Dean 
Brown. Don't fight It ana not attend a 
Pub event because you thmk they're all 
"too weird" for your tastes. They will 
listen to constructive 1deas. Just 
remember an old adage •. " Try it, you 
might like It!" 
George F Tobin, Jr. 
SG minutes posted 
The Executive Council Meeting of 
October 1. 1979 was called to order at 
11 a.m. by President cathy J. Reed 
In the Alden Conference room. Min-
utes from the last meeting were read 
and accepted. 
Committee Reports 
I F.C.-The next IFC meeting will 
be on Tuesday, Oct. 2 1979. Topics 
discussed are to include: " townies" 
at parties and the by-laws. 
Class of '81 - There will be a class 
meeting on Oct. 9, 1979 In the Pub. 
J.P. w•end will be discussed. 
Social Committee - The proposed 
Soc. Comm./Stud. Gov. bulletin 
board should cost a totaJ of $25, In-
cluding installation. A motion was 
made seconded, and passed to go a-
head with the purchase. 
Comm. of Concerned Students -
There will be a CCS meeting on Mon-
day. Oct. 8, 1979. Topics to be dis-
cussed Include. Overloads, the raquet-
ball court situation, and the drinking 
age assue. 
Student Achv1tles Board -The neltt 
SAB meeting will be on Monday, 
Oct. 8 , at 7 p.m. in Higgins Lab 221 . 
Th1s will be another organizational 
meet mg. 
Academ1c Committee - The com-
mittee is trying to get the n~harge 
overload limit increased from 1 / 6 
to 113 per semester. 
Dormitory Advisory Committee -
Ballots are to go out on Oct. 8, 1979. 
There w111 be a meeting next week. 
Class of 82 - There will be a meet· 
ing next week. 
Class of '80 - The senior class will 
begin handmg out raffle tickets on 
Oct. 1. The three prizes are: A gift 
certificate from Tech Hi Fl, a gift cer-
tificate from Strand's Ski Snop, and a 
dinner for two at Maxwell a. The draw· 
lng will be November 10. Nominations 
for Homecoming Queen candidates 
are due on Oct. 4 . The students will 
elect the queen In an election to be 
held on Oct. 11. The Senior Dinner 
Dance will be held at the Chateau 
de VIlle. 
Old Busine~s - The president of 
Student Gove!Timent at Worcester 
State and officials at the office of the 
Worcester Consortium were contacted 
regarding the organization of Intra-
Consortium student government In-
teraction. 
Petitions are still needed for nom-
tnation of a Freshman Class Rep .. 
Elections for Freshmen Class offi-
cers a'ld Independent Rep. will be held 
on Thursday, Oct 11, 1919, In the 
Wedge, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
New Bustness - Two nominees 
are needed lor the selection committee 
for the T.A . of the year award. 
The next meeting of the EC will be 
Monday, Oct. 15, 1979 at 11 a.m. In 
the Janet Earle Room In Alden. Mo-
tion to adjourn passed. Meeting ad-
journed at 11 ;35 a.m. 
Meetings 
ANS 
Th~ WPI Student Sect1on of the 
Amencan Nuclear Society announces 
It s f1rst meeting open to all students. 
Speaking at the meeting will ba Mr. 
John Graham, who is the ANS Wash-
Ington representative Coffee will be 
served •n HL 101 at 4.00, With the 
meeung start ng at 4:30 10 HL 109 WedneSday October 1 7. ' 
Biomed 
On Wednesday October 17, in 
Salisbury 306, at 3 p.m .• there will be an 
Informal meeting to discuss the 
various Biomedical Engineering 
program options that are available to 
undergraduates . All students In· 
terested In the Biomedical Engineering 
program and their academic advisors 
aro Invited to attend 
Tueldey,Octobtr18,1878 NEWSPEAK Page3 
Cosell ranks 
low 
by VInnie Asclotl 
Newspeak staff 
With all of the football games lately 
plus the League Championships and 
the World Series, one has had a lot of 
chances to listen to the announcers of 
the contests. 
One of the sportscasters lm· 
mediately comes to every sports fan's 
mind: Howard Cosell. Happy Howle 
has been around the sports scene 
longer than Gordie Howe, and all of 
those years have not been happy ones 
for us patrons of Monday Night Foot· 
ball, boxing, baseball, or whatever else 
the man wants to cover. 
Howard Is an endless well of Infor-
mation. The trouble Is, a lot of his 
material Is Irrelevant to the game that 
Is being played. Mr. Cosell can be ob-
noxious at times, especially during this 
recent World Series' games. 
Take for Instance, the second game. 
In the eighth Inning, one of the 
Baltimore batters was expected to 
bunt, as far as all of the ABC comment-
ators were concerned, but ended up 
hitting, and was out on a pop-up. As 
expected, Howle Jumped on the 
situation, and lmmecflately stirred up a 
litt le controversy by questioning Earl 
Weaver's decision . The Lip did the 
same thing with the cutoff by Eddie 
Murray of a throw from right field that 
resulted In the winning run for the 
Pirates. 
COsell took that other controversial 
Incident one step further In the third 
game by Interviewing the catcher, the 
right-fielder, and Murray, to get their 
opinions of the play. Nothing of the 
sort would have happened It It was not 
the Series. 
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But, enough about Cosel l. There are 
a truckload of other sportcasters on 
the tube, some of them good, and 
some others with the mentality of an 
avocado. A lot of the " jock" announ-
cers fit Into this category, with names 
such as Hot Rod Hundley (basketball), 
Don Drysdale, and Glenn Resch (hockey) popping up. 
But, there are good commentators 
who have played professional sports. 
Pat Summerall Is one of these people. 
Summerall Is not lust a football an-
nouncer. He does golf, plus other sports 
on the CBS network. His sidekick In 
football commentary, 1om Brool<shtre, 
was also a football star with the 
Philadelphia Eagles. These two men 
are the best one-two punch In sports 
commentary. And, they do not need a 
third or fourth man In the press box 
helpi ng them out ei ther. The Super 
Bowl Is the best when CBS Is carrying 
the game, because of Summerall and 
Brookshire. 
Professa, It looks like my spontaneous combustion experiment worked. 
CBS made a big mistake when they 
l)loked up Curt Gowdy from NBC. 
Gowdy used to be very good years 
ago, covering the college basketball 
games. But, Gowdy Is ages past his 
prime, and he had to turn the college 
basketball mike over to Dick Enberg, 
Billy Packer, and AJ McGuire. Enberg fs 
a fine announcer, and like Summerall , 
he covers other soorts . He has the 
voice for announcing , and he helps 
make college games more exciting 
than pro basketball on television. 
Packer and McGuire were both In 
basketball before getting behind a 
microphone, a no tney are also gooo. 
Don Meredith and Frank Gifford are 
two other players who have made big 
by sportscasttng. Glttord 1s a great 
play-by-play announcer, while Meredith 
Is very colo rful tn his commentary and 
expertise In football. The two manage 
to overshadow Cosell 's remarks on 
how almost every player that makes a 
good catch, or throws a fine pass Is 
one of the greatest at his position. He 
makes you want to punch the set ln. 
From the network point of view, CBS 
and NBC have the best stables of an-
nouncers. ABC may be number 1 In the 
Nlelsens, but It Is deal last In this 
horse race. But, that Is my opinion, so 
don't nave a stroke It you disagree. 
Send your cards and letters to the net-
work of your choice and tel l them 
about lt. 
On their way to a Washington IQP meeting are Stephen Kelly ('81), David 
Derby ('80), Bruce Gray ('80), and Prof. Thomas Hammond. The four, seen 
1bore In front of the White House, are working on an IQP with the 
General Electric Center for Energy Systems In Washington, D.C. 
Look before 
you leap 
by Mark DILuglio 
Advertising manager 
Preference cards for companies Interviewing during the first two 
weeks of 8 -term are due by October 24, the day after the last day of A-
term, so get them In before you leave. 
You must turn In ten to twelve resumes, one College Information 
Form, and one questlonalre by Monday, October 22. Without these Items 
your Interview schedule Is In jeopardy. 
If you are thinking of grad school, you should know that, Holy Cross 
receives many different grad schools than WPI. Interviews with these 
schoo~ can be arranged through OGCP. Also, check OGCP for Info on 
more alu mni pre-recruiting sessions. 
While you're going through Interviews, you might think about getting a 
part-time job. There Is a " Part-time jobs" board In OGCP. Some of the 
positions presently listed are for child care help, office cleaners, self-
service gasoline attendants and computer operators. 
DEC-20 decision delayed 
The possibility of a new DEG-20 computer on campus was the subject of a 
Newspesk article on Tuesday, Sept. 11. 1 he article stated that a tentative 
decision date tor the purchase was Sept . 30. This date passed with no word from 
the president as to the status of the decision. 
Professor Edwin Ma, former chairman of the Computer Advisory committee, 
explained that the president felt a need for more Information concerning the 
needs of the students and the proposed computer's capabilities. Therefore, the 
two year old computer committee was replaced by a new committee, appointed 
by President Cranch last week. 
The new committee consists of: S.A. Alpert, Computer Science department 
head; E.N. Clarke, Associate Dlrt:!ctor of Graduate Studies; J.C. Eteson, 
Professor of Electrical Engineering; J.J. Jackson, Director of WACCC; K.E. Scott, 
Professor of Mechanical Engineering; D.H. Wolaver; and D.W. Woods, Professor 
of Social Sciences. Ma feels that this Is a very qualified committee and that they 
"will make a good decision, fully evaluating the educational needs. He will call 
the Initial meeting some time this week at which the President Is expected to ask 
the committee to look Into the DEC System 20. 
Bio interests 
meeting tomorrow 
The Blo Interests Organization will 
be having a meeting on Wednesday, 
October 17, at 4:00 p.m. In the LS 
common room. All Interested persons 
are welcome to attend. 
Lockers available 
Lockers in Sa lisbury Labs will be 
available for all WPI students on Thur· 
sday, October 18 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
In the Office of Student Affairs con-
ference room. The lockers will be 
distributed on a first-come first-serve 
basis A S5.00 refundable deposit will 
be required. 
NEWSPEAK Tuesday, October1fll 1171 
Life Science head seeks 
engineering interaction 
. 
Dr. Kenneth Giles the new head of the 
life Science Department , hopes to 
foster greater cooperation between 
the disciplines of his department and 
the englneet"lng areas at WPI. He em-
phasized this saying, "What attracted 
me here was the potential Interaction. 
that I think Is both valuable and In· 
terestlng, obtained through the close 
prox1mity of the engineering faculties, -
with their know how and Interests. to 
the biological sciences. An interac· 
tion which Is rare and potentially very 
profitable to both parties . And also the 
format ot the WPI plan, the project 
orientation and the freedom to learn 
which Is afforded by that plan.' 
Dr. Giles graduated from the University 
of Durham, England In 1966 with a 
B Sc. In botany. In 1969 he obtained 
h1s Ptl D. from Dalhousie University 1n 
New Brunswick, Canada. From there 
he went on to the Department of Scten· 
ttflc and Industrial Research, Plant 
Ptlys1ology Department, New Zealand. 
In 1977 he left New Zealand for a 
position as an associate Professor In 
Iowa State University's genetic de· 
partment . He began work at WPI in 
August of this year. 
He hopes to concentrate on "areas 
where we can get Interactions With the 
engineering faculty, partly because of 
my intent and partly because of the en-
virement In which we find ourselves. 
And one of :he areas of Interest Is 
blofuels·the format1on of alcohol, 
methane, and other chemical feed· 
stocks from cellulose. Th1s would In· 
volve various sllvacultural techniques 
and growth techniques for the actual 
production of the biomass. selection 
and creation of specific organisms for 
the breakdown of cellulose and fer-
mentation process. All of which In· 
volves as a technique a second area of 
tnterest, genetic manipulation and 
engineering . This means that we may 
be able to select out good oroanlsms 
lor specific processes Of even go about 
trying to create them by genetic 
engineering techniques. A third area of 
interest probably relates to the con-
sequences of such chemical 
engineenng.(formatlon of b1ofuels) · 
our Interest In water quality and en· 
vironmental tox1cology, and of course 
we have a graduate program In 
biomed1cal engmeerlng." 
Asked If he thinks WPI should 
develop the faulitors to offer 
traditional degress in botany and 
zoology, s1tes replied that he feels It 
would be "against the best Interests of 
our students. There are for too many 
traditional zoologists and botanists 
around. What we Intend to do Is try to 
produce a marketable product, a 
graduate who will find a stimulating 
and challenging professional career In 
Industry, academia, or government.'' 
The add1tlon of marine courses IS also 
not planned" at the moment. Basically 
because of our location and because 
it's no more fun being an unemployed 
marine biologist than being an unem· 
ployed traditional zoologists or 
blologist. .. lt'a an attractive career 
which has drawn too many people who 
are now awkwardly situated for em· 
ployment. I suppose our Interest 1n en-
viornmental toxicity might lead us to 
look at some aspects of marine 
pollution." 
However, changes are being con· 
templated In the b&Qinnln(lcourses of· 
fared by the Life Science Department. 
Giles stated that "we are Interested In 
trying to make our Introductory cour· 
ses both more appealing and more 
relevant to freshman ma)ors and those 
who would take the courses to get 
some sldellqht on the life sciences 
There have been suggestions that we 
might have some sort of blrd's eye view 
course for engineers who will probably 
not go on to ma)or In the life sciences. 
This course would highlight certain 
topics In the social relevance of the life 
resumes to engineering. This course 
would at least stir some Interest even If 
it doesn't attract any new ma)ors. 
Another basic course would be offered 
for ma)ors. This hasn't been decided 
yet -It's still floating around." 
Or. Giles personal research Involves 
"genetic engtneenng and manipulation 
experiments with the crown-gall organ· 
isms agrobacterium, caustng galls on 
• dicatylecon plants. This corTl86 about by 
insertmg a plasmid, a circular p1ece of 
tlon of a plasmid, a clrculor piece of 
DNA, super-coiled, Into a healthy plant 
cell. The bacterium Involved never en· 
ters the healthy cell, only the plasmid 
does, which apparently Integrates Into 
the chromosomes, effectively making 
It a cancer. The cell starts dividing 
autonomously and does not require a 
growth substance. It's possible to 
remove the cancer and It will continue 
to grow as long as the proper medium 
Is provided. We' re Interested In 
Isolating a specific bit of plasmid 
which Is responsible for the Insertion 
Into the chromosome and using that as 
a vector for cloned genes for sub· 
sequent Introduction Into plant cells. 
We're trying to develop an In vitro tran· 
sformatlon system with very high 
frequency characterltlcs which will 
auow one to oo 01ocnem1ca1 studies on 
the very early stages of Infections." 
While Giles Is enthusiastic about the 
possibilities of blofuels, he believes 
that the " gasahol situation doesn't 
make any sense at all. To grow an acre 
of corn you need a 120 pounds of fixed 
nitrogen. That takes more energy than 
It produces In alcohol...some farmers 
use waste chaff In gasahol production. 
but the only problem Is that what you 
take off the land you have to replace. If 
you take a lot of chaff off you remove a 
lot of the nitrogen. In an agricultural 
system that's fine because you get 
money for the end product, In most 
cases grain corn ... but using grain sur· 
pluses, which are historically volatile, 
places the nation's energy budget on 
an undependable source." 
The advantage of the meadow 
woodlot Is that "marginal land, not the 
good agricultural land that corn 
requires ... sloping, scraggly land which 
Isn't going to cost too much. We have 
to guard against active cultivation of 
that land, because marginal land Is of· 
ten prone to erosion. Trees are used all 
over the world for erosion con· 
trol ... thus they are Ideally suited for 
biomass production." 
XEROX. 
We've created an industry. 
And that industry 
created great 
careers. 
Check wllh your college placement office for ~t~s 
and schedules. Then tallt to our campus rtprncntatwe. 
XEROX. 
clAssi fiEds 
CLUB21, 
LOST: DWARF 
Anawer. to the name of Baahful. Any 
nawa trom your contact In 
Wethington? 
Happy, SnHzy, & Doc 
P.S. Tell Spot KAP Ia numt.r 1. 
................ .... 
DOES YOUR ORGANIZATION need a 
comic atrlp to Inform people about 
you? I will take any Job Involving art· 
wort. Send job deacrlptlon to Box 743 
for a apeedy eatlmate and aamplaa. 
FOR SALE: Two Uniroyal anowplow 
anow tlraa H-78-14 mounted on Chevy 
rima. Uaed approx. 500 mllea. Excellent 
condition. SSO.OO for the pair. Paid 
$85.00. Call753-n85 or Box 1342. 
TO THE COUPLE who had the big tight 
In Ellaworth on Thursday nlght, lt waa a 
great ahow. Too bad you cloaad the 
curtain and ruined our entertainment. 
Who won? ... Morgan Fight Fana 
FOR SALE: Rare racordlnga of the 
Same Band. lncludea: Radiation and 
moral Best offer. Contact Box 206. 
LINDA, the ultimate bum fizzled. Glad 
you had a nice wHkend. I love you too. 
J.C. 
.................... 
CENTRAL SCHOOL IN MAUN, BOT· 
SWANA, naeda your uaed paperback 
books for thla new African Library. 
Taka all paparbacka to the BOOKS 
FOR BOTSWANA box at WPI'a 
lloollatore, or call Ext. 451. Thankal 
.................... 
THE Cl T take• back the thank-youa, 
rlpa up the CL T Marltua award and 
throw• It all back In AI Kozlowekl't 
face for not getting ue thoH tlcketa 
attar all. 
LIGHT TRUCKING 
REDNECK TRANSPORTATION INC. 
We can handle moet reaaonable local 
tumtture moves. Will alao move email 
machine tools and other heavy metal. 
Minimum charge SS.OO. Call 755-8888, 
aek tor Eric. 
S. LAWRY: We are not lntaraatedllll 
The AIBTAF CommlttH 
TO S. LAWRY: We're not lntaraatad. 
Sfgned, Part~kMta Anonymoua. 
•••·••• · ·······••·· 
WANTED: A refrigerator of any tlzt 
and an oven. Cheap. Contact Benjamin 
Chang Box 2219. • 
PLEDGE PADDLES are available In the 
carpenter ahop, baaament of Stratton 
Hall. 
WATERBEO frame tor 5x7 bed. In· 
cludaa everything but mattress. Height 
·8 Va fHt. That leaves plenty of head 
clearance. S125. Cuatom made. Pain· 
ted with textured black. Call 755-5889. 
............... .... 
DEAR MIKE W. OF THE GAM, How'a 
your Henna?! Don't forget to algn up 
tor R.P.2000. G.N.C. 
FOR SALE: Superscope atereo caaaette 
deck. Excellent condition, like new. 
$75. Box 1985, or call Gary, 191·8881. 
CHEVY FANS-Gat expert advice or A·1 
aarvlce for your Chevy or other 
American car at low, low prtcesl Moat 
work done exc. fr. ends & tran-
emlaalona. I do car wlrlngl VIc · Box 
823 
JOHN VISBARIS. lt't always nice to 
••• aomaone who haa a cloee, par· 
tonal retatlonehlp • but with the gym 
floor? 
Zem ·have the druga worn off y.t? 
DEAR BiRTHDAY OIRL." •.• 
Where do you think you got 1111?? 
Remember me from before? 
Signed, ee (alia• 34) 
............... .. .. 
TECHIES: Let your parent• know 
what'a going on at WPI. Buy them a 
N.w.peak eubacrlptlon. Only $5 tor 28 
IUparb IIIUII of WPI'e beat 
newapaper. Send 15 ceah, check, or 
money order to Nawepeak, Box 2472, 
WPI with name, addraaa, city, state, 
and zip coda. 
Energy Expo to be 
held at WPI 
WPI will soon play host to an Ener-
gy Expo with co-sponsor Massa-
chusetts Electric. The Expo, to be held 
this Saturday, October 20, will feature 
fifty exhibits. Though the subject 
matter presented by each of these 
exhibits varies, all In some way deal 
with methods of conserving energy. 
Exh1blts will Include: all ready popu-
lar energy devices, auch as wood-
burning stoves; Items that are begin· 
nlng to catch on, for example, solar 
water heaters; and alternatives still 
In the experimental stages like Pro-
fessor Borden's solar energy engines. 
An an added attraction, a cord of wood 
be g1ven away as a door prize. 
One of WPI 's exhibits will be what 
Roger Perry, director of public rata-
tiona, describes as an "energy sim-
ulator." You put In different variables 
and It comes back with the conse-
quences of performing the given val· 
lbles. An example of one of the vari-
ables Is, " What would happen If all 
nuclear power plants were shut down?" 
Due to the large crowd anticipated, 
ten to twelve thousand, West Street 
will be closed to traffic. Students are 
advised to walt until after 4 p.m. If 
they have to drive In this area. 
The energy Expo will be held In 
Alden and the Wedge from 10-4. 
Admission Is free and Lester Ughtbulb 
will be on hand to pass out balloons 
and coloring books. 
Who's Hughes? 
First to develop a synchronous-orbit satellite, Syncom, 
initiating the whole era of space communications. 
First in high-technology electronics. 
Your first employer after graduation, perhaps! Before 
graduation, ask your placement office when Hughes 
Aircraft Company's recruiters will be on campus . 
r---------------- --, 
I I 
I HUGHES : 
I 
~ ·-------- ------~ Creatmg a new world w1th electron1cs 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F 
( Tu .. day, October 18,1878 NEWSPEAK 
Colleges break Miller record 
5 million containers collected 
Milwaukee, Wis. (September 27, 
1979) ··A record 5,252,097 beverage 
containers ·· 1,872,458 bottles and 
3,378,838 all ·alumlnum cans •• were 
collected by students at 93 college 
campuses last spring In the Miller 
Brewing Company's "College 
Reclamation Program", It was reported 
today. 
The previous record was 4,831,804 
beverage containers, collected during 
the Fall, 1978 "College Reclamation 
Program." 
Conducted twice annually, the Mil-
ler program helps students to clean up 
their environment and win prizes In the 
process. 
Last spring the program Involved 
938,321 students. 
"Miller Brewing company Is commit· 
ted to doing what It can to Improve this 
country's environment as well as to 
help conserve this nation's valuable 
resources, Including energy," said 
William K. Howell, Miller President. 
"This program helps to conserve 
energy, since producing a can from 
recycled aluminum uses only five per· 
cent of the energy necessary to do the 
same from virgin ore," said Howell . 
"We are extremely proud of the way 
college students have responded to 
this program In Its seven years of 
existence." 
Miller's program Is the only ongoing 
brewery sponsored reclamation 
project of Its kind now conducted on 
college campuses. 
The Spring of '79 national points 
leader was Nicholls (La.) State Unlver· 
slty, collecting 184,370 bottles and 
122,936 all-aluminum cans for 295,075 
points. Middle Tennessee State 
University was second with 266,971 
points, followed In order by Mlami(O.) 
University, 230,790; University of 
Southeastern Louisiana, 214,017; and 
University of Tennessee, 213,130. 
Points were awarded on the basis of 
one point per pound of bottles (ap· 
proximately two 12 ounce bottles per 
pound) and thirty points per pound of 
all-aluminum cans (approximately 
24112 ounce cans per pound). 
The Fall '79 campus reclamation 
program Is now underway at some 100 
campuses across the nation. 
Miller brewing Company Ia an 
operating company of Phillip Morris 
Incorporated. Principle beer brands In· 
elude Miller High Life, Ute and Lowen· 
brau. 
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
M.B.A. 
All Majora and Aeldalnvlted. 
Come to our mMtlnQa to hear about our MBA and PhD programs 
and to aske any questions about the cumculum, admissions, 
financial aid, and catMr opportunities available In the following 
fields of management: 
Health Admlnlatratlon 
Finance 
Marketing 
General Management 
Accounting 
Public and NonProfit 
Human Reaourcea 
Economlca 
Management Science 
Polley 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 22 
Contact the Office of Graduate and Career Planning for sign ups. 
HERE'S ONE ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITY 
YOU WOWTGn IN PRIVATE INDUStRY. 
If you're thmking about a 
technical position after graduation, 
think about this. 
How many companies can offer 
you a nuclear submarine to operate? 
The answer IS none. Equipment 
hke this is available only in 
one place-the Navy 
The Navy operates over half the 
nuclear reactors m America. 
So our training is the broadest and 
most comprehensive. We start by 
giving you a year of advanced 
technical education. In graduate 
school, th ts would cost you 
thousands, but in the Navy, we 
pay you 
Once you're a commtssioned 
Nuclear Propulsion Officer, you'll 
earn a top salary. Over $24,000 
a year after four years. And 
you'll be responsible for some 
of the most advanced equipment 
developed by man. 
The Navy also has other 
opportunatie:; in .... urface ships 
NAVY OFFICER. 
and aviation asstgnments. If you 
are maJoring in engineering, math 
or lhe physical sc1ences, contact 
your placement office to find out 
when a Navy representative will be 
on campus. Or send your resume to: 
Navy Officer Programs, 
Code 312-8918, 4015 Wilson Blvd., 
Arlington . VA 22203 
The Navy When it comes to 
nuclear training. no one can give 
you a better start. 
IT'S NOT JUSTA JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE. 
,.... NEWSPEAK Tu.aday, October 18,1171 
Beatlemania comes to 
Worcester 
by Jeff Roy 
Newspeak stsff 
What should be billed as the 
greatest performance to enter the 
Worcester area boundaries , showed Its 
exuberance in a thnlhng performance 
at the Red Barn In Westboro last 
Thursday. 
The Red Barn, only 15 minutes from 
WPI, brought one of the b1ggest acts 
on Broadway to Its own spotfights. 
It was Beatlemania, but It wasn't 
"Beatlemania." The four musicians 
who portray the Beatles now call 
themselves "The Cast". as they have 
left their roles as " Beatlemanla." The 
Cast played three hours worth of the 
Beatles' tunes that shaped the way 
Americans lived In the 60's before a 
sold out, sell out crowd. 
Open1ng with "She Loves You Ya Ya 
Ya". the Cast had captured Its aud1en· 
ce from the beginning-and what an 
audience! 
.=Ieven hundred people was the 
quota set and by 6:30 (the doors 
opened at 8:00) there were a lot more 
than that all ready lined up around the 
parking lot. Cars draped the area 
streets and filled the Red Barn parktng 
lot, as nearly 3,000 people showed up 
for this highly rated show. 
People ranging from 16 to 65 waited 
outside i n the chilling October 
weather. You had to be over 18 to get 
'"· Those who simply shunned the per· 
formance and didn't bother gosng, 
Do'a off the 
beaten path 
by M. H1ggins 
News·features ed1tor 
Oo'a Is an Arabic-Persian word 
slgnlfysng a call to prayer and 
medltaiton; It Is also the name of the 
duo \hat performs original com-
positions that are ditferer.t to say the 
least! Ken U&Roche and Randy Ar· 
mstrong are Oo'a and for Monday 
ntght's (10/8) spectrum performance 
they were accompanied by bassist 
John Hunter. Their music Incorporates 
classical and jau influences with folk 
music from India, Africa, Asia, and 
South America, and Is played on such 
Instruments as the kallmba, bells , 
flutes of all kinds, recorders, mandolin 
harp, dahkabellas (wooden drums), 
altar, guitar, and bugles, hollow plastic 
tubes that come In a variety of ob· 
noxious colors. Just watching them 
perform on such instruments was In· 
terestlng. With song titles like "Village 
Earth", "Celebration of World Peace", 
and "Song of the Dove," It Is obvious 
that the music of Do'a Is trom 
somewhere off the beaten path. Do' ct 
played to a small, but attentive au-
dience, some of whom thought they'd 
been transported to faraway India by 
the unique mustc. 
castmg It off as a hoax, were the one·s 
fooled. The Cast was Indeed the 
original Broadway foursome from 
" Beattemanla." 
They gave an Incredible per-
formance. There Is no other way to say 
lt. There were a lot of happy people In 
Thursday night's audience, as the 
show Inside brought everyone 
together·physlcally as well as men· 
tally. 
Why d1d The Cast perform at the Red 
Barn, of all places? 
As Paul of The Cast explained, "We 
did our last show In the area at the 
Shubert Theatre In Boston as part of 
our national tour. When that was over, 
we decided that we had to bring the 
show closer to the people and here we 
are." 
The group then broke Into Its set of 
songs from the Beetles' Sergeant Pep· 
per album. 
In the Shubert Theatre performance, 
the group performed with Its audio· 
visual display as well . At the Red Barn, 
The Cast set forth a personal approach 
towards describing the Beatles. relvlno 
only on costume changes for props 
With an entourage of about ten 
.guitars. four keyboards, drums, a 
trumpet player, and a sax player, The 
Cast relived the sounds of the most In· 
fluential rock band. 
It was a sho·w among shows, and 
surely there wasn't a face that could 
have been happier than some of those 
viewing last Thursday's performance. 
Three encore songs (Including Rocky 
Raccoon and Get Back) paramounted 
the enthusiasm at the three hour 
festival . For three dollars and five 
dollars, or whatever the show might 
have cost, It was not one to be missed. 
Jazz concerts 
a must 
by George Tobin 
Newspeak staff 
For all you WPI students who have a 
hanl\ering towards jazz and classical 
music, two upcoming concerts are a 
must, and both are right here In down-
town Worcester 
On Sunday night, October 21st, there 
will be a jazz concert at the Memorial 
Auditorium All proceeds will go to 
benefit the American Heart 
Association . The concert starts at 6 
p.m., and features the Herb Pomeroy 
Jazz Quintet. There'll be a lot of good 
tunes 'n limes down at the Auditorium 
on Sunday night. 
On Wednesday night, October 31st 
a famed violinist, James Galway, will 
perform at Mechanics Hall, on Main 
Street. Tickets go on sale October 
17th at the Hall, and run from sa to $10. 
If you're Into classy tunes, check out 
these two e"ents. 
Music Sufficiency 
meeting Thursday 
There will be an important meeting 
of all music sufficiency students next 
Thursday, the 18th of October at 11:00 
a.m. In the Janet Earle Room, Alden 
Hall. 
The Sinceros tor 
kick-oft mixer WPI Lens & Lights 
Social Committee 
Film Series 
M. Higgins 
News·features ~1tor 
New Wave will be washing up at WPI 
on Halloween night In the form of a 
costume contest and concert featuring 
the Slnceros . This fun affair will 
replace the usual B·term kickoff mixer-
a welcome change! Aa one may have 
noticed the Social Committee Is trying 
(and succeeding) to vary Its fare thiS 
year wtth one dollar concerts 
The Slnceros recently released their 
debut album The Sound of Sunbathing. 
On this LP, they run the gamut of pop 
styles from shades of the Cars wtth 
"Take Me to Your Leader" to " Good 
Luck to You," reminiscent of Earth, 
Wind, and Fire. TheS/nceros can also 
be heard as back up on Lene Lovlch's 
Stateless on " Lucky Number" and 
" 5ay When.' ' The neo-soul/pop sound 
the Slnceros and the unusual offerings 
of the costume contest I.e. leas t 
dressed, best nurd, will make this 
year's Halloween a night to remember. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Alden Hall 
8:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
Buck Rogers 
in the 
25th Century 
S1.00 wlth WPIID 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Poetry contest now open 
The Worcester County Poetry Ass-
octatlon, Inc., announces Its 8th an-
nual poetry contest. Prizes for this 
year's contest are $25, first prize; 
$15, second prize; $10, third prize. 
The judge Donna Stein, author of 
'Children of the Mafiosi" (1977), 
recipient of the Poetry Fellowship, 
Massachusetts Arts and Humani-
ties Foundation in 1976 and Poetry 
Fellow at Yaddo in 1978. 
Manuscripts are to be submitted 
between October 15 and November 16, 
to be eligible. Rules for entering are 
as follows: 
(1) Entries are accepted from mem-
bers of the Association and anyone 
who lives, works, or studies In Wor-
cester County. 
(2) All manuscripts must consist 
of original poetry, not translations. 
Prevtous publication of poems Is not 
acceptable, except In magazines with 
limited distribution, such as school 
journals. 
(3) Manuscripts should contain at 
least five, but not more than eight 
poems, submitted In correct form: 
typed, double-spaced, or legibly writ-
ten. The name, address, phone num-
ber, and a list of poems should 
appear on a separate sheet, not on the 
manuscripts. 
(4) All manuscripts become the pro-
perty of the Worcester County Poetry 
Association, Inc., and none will be re-
turned unless accompanied by a self-
addressed, stamped envelope, with 
sufficient postage. 
Winners of the contest will be noti-
fied in December 1979 and will be In-
vited to read their poems at a public 
reading In Worcester In early 1980. 
Please send manuscripts to Poetry 
Contest, Worcester County Poetry 
Association, Inc., 44 West Street, 
Worcester, MA 01609. 
Campus Interviews 
TI Equipment Group 
M•tch your degree to our multitude of openings. 
(U S C•ttzenstup reqwed) 
-------------------- Degrees --------------------
Electrical Engineering 
Mechanical Engtneering 
lndustnal Engtneenng 
Materials Science 
Engtneenng Physics 
Engineering Mechanics 
Optics (Engineering) 
Manufacturing Technology 
Process and Plashes 
Engtneenng 
Computer Science 
(Software/Hardware) 
------------------- Openings -------------------
Engineering/Computer 
Software/Hardware 
Microwave Development 
Field Test Support 
Log1c Design 
Opttcs Design -Thin Film Coating 
Environmental Design 
Space Telecommunications 
Infrared Reconnaissance 
Thin/Thick Film Design 
Fab Uaison Engineering 
Test Equtpment Design 
NC Programmtng 
Systems Analysis 
Cryogentcs·Heat Transfer 
Manufactunng Supervision 
Printed Winng Board Engineering 
FAB Methods 
S1gnal Processing 
Production Contol 
Functional Manufactunng Eng1neering 
Project Manufacturing 
Engtneering Control 
D1g1tal Analog Circu11 Design 
Thermal Analysts 
Mechanical Packaging 
Tool Design 
Antenna Design 
Laser Development 
Radar Design 
Computer Software 
Assembly Methods 
Computer-aided Design 
Computer-aided Testing 
Aerodynamics 
Control Systems 
Applied Mechanics 
Quality and Reliability Assurance 
Manufacturing Information Systems 
Microprocessor Design 
Minicomputer Applications 
Mechancial Design 
Automated Test Equipmenf 
M•nufecturlng 
Project-oriented 
Manufacturing involving: 
• Coordlnatmg 
Manufactunng 
Schedule Commitments 
• Cost-Control Budget 
Development 
• Use of Real· Ttme 
Computer Systems 
Manufactunng Superv1ston 
Assembly Methods 
FabMethods 
Tool Design 
NC Programmtng 
Live In D•ll•s 
The Southwest's l•rgest •nd liveliest metropollt•n area. 
D1scover all the glitter and glamour. spectacular sport and htgh fashion Dallas ts 
famous for - yet an economical place to make a home. Cost of livtng is way below 
the urban U.S average. And there's no state 1ncome tax. The country's 7th largest 
ctty has year-round sunshtne plus lots of lakes and facilities to enJOY it Dallas and 
surroundtng area has 47 colleges , 50 hosp1tals. 2 maJor medical education and 
research tnstttutions, and a wealth of maJor medta and entertatnment. 
Interviewing on Campus 
November 7·8 
If unable to lntervtew at thts ttme send resume to Ruth Lodowski Texas lnstru· 
ments P 0 . Box 226015, M S. 222 Dallas. Texas 75266 
T E XAS INSTRUMENTS 
I NCORPORATED 
t\n cqu .. tnpponunl t) employer Mit· 
Tueaday, October18, 1979 
NEWSPEAK 
Featuring music by Columbia Recording Artists 
( 
The Sinceros 
First 100 people get free 7 inch record 
Oct. 31, 1979 HaOoween nite 8:00p.m. Alden 
Costume Contest 
* 1st prize (best costume) 25 albums of 
yow choice on CBS records 
* 2nd prize (leost dressed) $50.00 cash 
* 3rd prize dinner for two llt Maxwell 
Silvennan ~ (not to exceed 
$30.00) 
* 4th prize (best nurd) A nurdy $12.67 
in cash 
* 5th prize (best Bernie Brown look 
ulike) $9.95 
Many other unusual prizes to be given away! 
Admissio.n $1.00 Free with costume 
' 
Pagel NEWSPEAK Tueaday,October18,1878 
Through the slime and 
1979 Queen ·Janina Natrlllo. ·Welter Segreve 
Politically speaking: Pat Paulsen, 
comedian and ex-Presidential 
hopeful performed at the 
Homecoming Nightclub. The 
multi-media show consisted of 
satirical political speeches, TV 
film clips of Paulsen, nonsensical 
songs Including "If You Don't 
Sleep with Me Tonight," and even 
hand shadows on the wall. His 
material was funny even If It was 
somewhat dated. 
Pat Paulsen slips In with the band. 
the1 
·Welter Segrave 
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mud the Queen still 
11 Pull/ Pull ! urged on the 
more team In the annual Home-
g Rope pull. Realizing that they 
probably doomed to failure (aa 
,,_ fale of the Sophomores wvery 
) 1tley resorted to what eome may 
ctMetlng . Who can blame them 
. Salisbury Pond had been 
by the city a few days earlier. 
was left could only be described 
words not uaed by this news-
. The disgusting aludge and 
at the bottom of the pond served 
acceptable excu• for cheating. 
this Ia why the Freshmen aleo 
ad to tying their aide of the rope 
a tree, the same form of cheat-
~aed by the Sophomores. The men were one up on their upper-en though. Their brains have yet been destroyed by differential 
tllllons and the Flr1t Law of Ther-
ldynamlca. They uaed their still 
~ minds In a clever tactical move 
,a sent the Sophomores wading 
~h the guct< of Salisbury Pond. 
ilboteur w• dlapatched from the 
:.111 of the Clua of '83 to deep within 
pliomore territory. Within eeconda 
the saboteur had untied the rope, 
t $ophomoree were taking their 
n.J dunk In the pond. The only 
.c)latlon for them was the knowledge 
II their opponents of this year will 
lt(helr place In the mud next year. 
Sophomores ,.., the Mud Hole. 
Paget 
smiled 
Oh, well. 
• 
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(contlnu.cl from page 1) 
varles·for Instance some meet project 
students more often than others, the 
amount of work Involved varies a great 
deal ·ln some projects that have In· 
dustrlal co·advisors the Industry per· 
son may do most of the work .•. at times 
the Industrial participation may be less 
than the faculty contribution . The 
department head has to have a feeling 
lor load1ng and dlstributlon ... it's dil· 
flcult to just look at one Instructor's 
schedule and say whether It's a full 
load or not ." 
Professor Alfred A Scala, head of 
the Chemtstry Department, agrees that 
" It's really a very difficult situation, the 
business of comparing loads •.. you 
have to be carpful about how 
s•gnlficant you thmk the numbers are." 
Scala's remarks about his department 
illustrate the problem of compartson : 
to. We may do some things more 
than some people and there may be 
things we do tess of. But what we do 
we do 100% and pretty well." 
The changing enrollment patterns 
and the Increase In the size of the 
student community have aggravated 
some of the oroblems of loadlno and 
balance at WPI. Dean Bolz responding 
to a question about loading. replied 
that ''in the engineering departments 
that have a large number of students, 
some feel overloaded. We are trying, 
and succeed1ng, to 1ncrease the engln· 
eering staff ... there Is a general shift 
here at WPI and across the country 
from science into engineering over the 
past few years . We are building the 
computer science department as fast 
as we can-but It's very difficult to 
recruit in computer science and 
engmeertng because of the demand In 
Industry. We're try1ng to respond 
quickly. For example, we've added two 
electrical engineers to the faculty and 
we're in the process of recruiting two 
mo·re mechanical englneers ... the 
science departments help out In some 
of the engineering departments-for 
Instance some members of the physics 
department are Involved In electrical 
eng ineering competency exams. 
Chemistry professors are Involved In 
some of the chemical engi neering 
comps, and members of the 
mathematics department are Involved 
to some extent." Dean Grogan stated 
that "we've been trying to do things to 
smooth out the loading of the depar· 
tments, because we have no guarantee 
that In a few years it might not swing 
back the other way [toward science). 
It's Important to respond to the fact 
that we have this growth, but not to 
build up enormous facilities In one 
area and all of a sudden have that area 
collapse on us ... it takes us a year or 
two to Identify and hire faculty mem· 
bers and for them to get experience In 
the operation Is a long term 
thlng ••• there's a lot of inertia In the 
faculty recruitment that just takes a 
longer time to respond than some very 
" We do have one or two people very 1n· 
volved tn lOPs. Th1s department tends 
to be a discipline onented department 
and, as such, we tend to be more m· 
volved In our own discipline than we 
are in the lOP. Now, our own discipline 
Includes not only undergraduate 
MOPs, but also our own professional 
activity which tncludes all of our 
graduate program. We tend to be in· 
volved more tn that aspect of WPI than 
with lOPs. For instance, there are 
some departments where people never 
teach graduate courses, never do any 
research We don't have that sltuatton 
Departments allot loads 
r 
O.an Bolz. ·Mheh Wolrich 
here We have a s1tuat1on where JUSt 
about everybody Is Involved In 
graduate education and graduate 
research. Most of us do experiments. I 
still go up in the lab and do experlmen· 
ts Our orientation tends to be not that 
of the lOP, and as a result, we don't 
have a heavy loading of lOPs 
generally ... the chemistry faculty are 
just about all involved 100% tn WPI. In 
an educational Institute, It's very hard 
to put a numerical value on what 
people do. I'm not say1ng you shouldn't 
try to, but when one group engages In 
ne act1v1ty and another group engages 
In a different actlvtty, the community 
st ill benefit s provided they are the right 
actlvttles, and In the chemistry depart· 
ment they are .. .J don't think we ought 
to start makmg columns where we put 
you do this, this, this, and he did this, 
that and the other thing, and try to 
by Bob Thivierge 
Newspeak staff 
The WPI Plan, as a discipline, re-
quires every person graduating from 
WPI to prove thetr ability In appli-
cation of knowledge. The plan consists 
of : a suff1c1ency, an Interactive Oual-
lfymg Protect (lOP), a Major Quali-
fying Project (MOP) and a Com· 
petency Examination The overall 
effect of the Plan Is a rigorous meas· 
urement of an Individual's com-
petence In his or her area of speclall· 
zation on an Intellectual, appllca-
tlonal, and social level. It Is the hope 
of the school that by approaching the 
eduCcltion of students in this manner, 
a broader understandtng of a parti-
cular field is attained. 
The success ot proJects 1s ot great 
Importance at WPI. The major factor 
involved In the success of a project Is, 
of course, the degree to which a stu-
dent applies his or herself and the a-
mount of preparation done prior to 
project work. But, project advisors 
provide the sound basis on which one 
can construct a solid footing for eff-
ective project work. It Is therefore lm-
perttlve that adv1sors be available to 
cope with the needs of the students. 
It has been not1ced that In some 
cases the distribution of project super· 
v1s1on ts not equal. Many reasons ac-
count tor thiS observation . The simple 
fact that some teachers are better or 
more comfortable In a class room sit-
uation warrants participation of a 
greater proportion In that area, rather 
than 1n research or projects. Quite 
logically then, those teachers with a-
bilities in project work would cluster 
thetr t1me around projects rather than 
10 the class room or research. Of 
course, there are exceptions where re-
latively little work Ia done anywhere 
and relatively large amounts of work 
are done everywhere, by an Individual. 
In lntervtews with some department 
heads, the general consensus Is that 
work Is done proportionally correct 
with teachers' Interest and abilities. 
Measurement of project au~esa 
1s In consideration of the total depart-
mental work load accomplished. There 
l is mucn flextblllty In the area of achie-ving the goals of a department. It 
' I have the feeling that despite the great 
flexlolllty, which we have tried to build Into the Plan, 
students don't exercise/f. ' 
make comparisons, because there's no 
way you can possibly compare things. I 
sent Grogan something that Involved 
ten students who are here during the 
summer doing coal research, on the 
work study program under the dtrec· 
lion of two faculty members. And 
neither got paid a dime for th is or 
asked for recognition. lt'sjust a pan of 
their professional lives and they do it. 
and they don't always ask for credit lor 
everything they do. They do things 
because they're Involved and they want 
Is usually considered of little Impor-
tance if a teacher attempts no projects, 
as long as the department achieves Its 
overall project goals and the Instructor 
compensates with other forms of work. 
Stnce the early '70's the school 
populat1on has risen to the oolnt where 
teachers have been forced to take on 
more and more work. I he reason for 
the Increase 1n student population Is 
In reaction of the rising costa of ed-
ucation Thus, due to this Increase, 
the problem of project distribution has 
been worsened. But, as the years of 
working with projects have accumula-
ted, expertise has developed on the 
part of Instructors. With experience, 
project Instructors have been able to 
attain larger amounts of work In less 
ttme. Nevertheless, the problem of 
dlatnbutlon Is key to effective perfor-
mance by students, especially with the 
Increase in student population. 
Professor Thomas Kell, Professor of 
Physics, believes the school projects 
to be a valuable asset to the students 
at WPI . He also finds individual work 
toads of Instructors to be difficult at 
t1mes. Professor Kell brought up a 
good point: that because some faculty 
members are Involved In advising, 
teaching, research and projects, the 
quality of project work might suffer. 
The amount of time allotted for each 
Individual project by an advisor can be 
limited by his work load, and If this 
load Ia too great there Is no chance 
to experiment with new methods and 
ways of handling project Instruction. 
Thus, the diversity of the entire area 
of projects does not expand, simply b&-
cause the time is not available to try 
new things and look for new topics of 
study. Professor Kelt also said that a 
plaualble solution lies In the realm of 
" administrative awareness" that a 
problem does in fact exist and war-
rents attention. The solution being res-
ponsible for the betterment of many 
work situation for Instructors and the 
lnhancement of student proformence. 
Professor Zwlep, Head of The 
Mechanical Engineering Department, 
stated that the main objective Involved 
in project work was to achieve all the 
protect goals within a given depart-
ment. There are a number of ways 
departments can complete all of Ita 
projects. Professor Zwlep does not be-
lieve that It Is detrimental to an In· 
structor If he or she does not get 1-
volved in project work, since the In-
structor's personality might drive hla 
proformence elsewhere. He stated 
that " courses, projects, advising, 
service assistance, administration, 
and research" all include necessary 
jobs to be done within a depart-
ment. It Ia therefore n8Ce$S&ry to 
somehow complete all the tasks In-
volved required of a department, 
and emphasis should not hinge entlr&-
ly on who does what, but that every-
thing somehow gets done. Thus, It Is 
not unreasonable if an instructor does 
no projects. Professor Zwlep stated he 
sees no major difficulties In the lmm&-
dlate future reardlng the Increase In 
school population, but believes con-
centration of many projects In one de-
partment to be a possible difficulty. 
The manner in which project work 
finds Its placement within the various 
departments ts not related to popula-
tion, but to chance Professor Zwlep 
stated that " there Is a need for more 
faculty". He also explained that such 
faculty Is difficult to find among the 
ranks, and is thus not quickly accomp-
lished. 
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rapid changes In student Interests." 
The general growth of the student 
population has not been matched by a 
proportionate Increase In faculty but 
this has helped to keep costs down 
somewhat. Dean Grogan said on this 
subject that, "There had been a 
situation when we adapted the plan 
back around 1970 where we had an 
enrollment of 1500, In fact, In the plan 
documents It says the Ideal size In 
1500. Since 197().71, we've gone from 
that figure to 2400 at the present time. 
We have done that without having ex· 
perlenced the same percentage In· 
crease In the number of faculty. As a 
result, the faculty loading has In· 
creased but this Is Independent of 
being on' the Plan or not. It's just that 
we have more students per faculty 
member on campus now than we did 
ten years ago. And that has caused the 
loads on the faculty members to be 
higher, there's no question about 
lt ... but again, what Is a full load varies 
from person to person ... ! here are some 
people who are carrying heavie~ loads 
Dr. Kenneth Giles. ·John Mar 
now than they did ten yetars ago." 
When asked If WPI might try to ease 
back to Its former size, Dean Grogan 
replied, "we will never go back to 1500. 
If we did I think It would be a disaster. 
What has driven this up more than 
anything else Ia Inflation . We have 
tried to respond In terms of all our ex· 
tra expenses, which will be very, very 
high next year - for example, oil and 
other things that are out ot our control, 
plus trying to recognize Inflations's ef· 
fects on our faculty In terms ot their 
salaries and trying not to have tuition 
go to the moon. One of the things 
we've got to consider, one of the prices 
for Inflation Ia a higher student to 
faculty ratlo ... trylng to keep tuition as 
reasonable as possible, trying to 
respond to Inflationary pressues on 
staff and faculty, Is the reason. more 
than educational philosophy, that will 
keep us from going back to 1500. We 
do not want to lncrease ... we've really 
trleq to hold the freshmen cl ass to 
Dr. leonard Goodwin. 
such a level to maltaln a total enroll· 
mentof2~." 
One area of great concern among 
administration and faculty at WPI Is 
the quality of project work. Dean Bolz 
feels that the " quality of the lOP Is on 
the rise, but It's a slowly rising quality 
curve .. the quality of the projects Is 
directly the result of the Individual's 
dedication and the Intellectual deman· 
ds made upon the student. Usually 
they rise to the occaslon ... among the 
faculty there Is always concern for In· 
creasing the general quality and level 
of the projects, the quality of the ex· 
perlence. A project, when well done 
and well achieved, Is a very useful 
(continued to page 11) 
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educational experience. The lOP Is a 
very difficult area, no other school has 
attempted such a program. There Is 
always the concern that the lOP will 
edge Into too much of the technical 
area and out of the social sciences." 
Dr Leonard Goodwin, head of the 
Social Sciences and Polley Studies 
department agrees, saying that "some 
students are doing lOPs that stlke me 
as MOPs, having little to do with social 
Issues, Issues Involving people." 
Francis Lutz, Assistant Dean for 
Projects and Director of the 
Washington, D.C. project center, 
believes that the quality of the lOP has 
shown some Improvement: "The 
quality of the lOPs today Is probably 
better than In 1973 but In both the lOP 
and MOP there's been no significant 
Improvement since 197-4. Initially there 
were starting difficulties, but some of 
those first projects were well done 
considering the clrcumstances ... one 
thing that makes It difficult to con· 
tlnuously Increase the quality of 
what's being produced Is the level of 
diversity of the faculty In advlslng ... the 
faculty Ia just now learning to feel con· 
fldent with the way the program Is. 
Going from fourteen week courses to 
seven week courses alone required 
years of adaptation to do them right 
and feel confident. As a result, during 
the period of adjustment there was 
leas time for professors to think about 
the direction they wanted their project 
r 
work to take with students over the 
next five years. That resulted In less 
growth In quality than could be expec 
ted. Now we are at a point where the 
faculty Is ready to look to the long 
term, the relation of one project to an· 
other and the advising done. It will be 
possible to build some type of topic 
continuity Into project research." 
Some students select a professor In 
their major as an lOP advisor. Dean 
Grogan thinks that this Ia "unfor· 
tunate. A good experience In the 
students major field with a professor In 
that field gives them that kind of 
viewpoint. But I think a student gains a 
little added perspective If they have an 
lOP advisor from a different area. 
Because the purpose of the lOP Ia to 
try to laterally develop the student, It Ia 
not the depth experience the same way 
the MOP would be but It's an experience 
that's designed to give the students 
some kind ot educational development 
In an area that differs from what they 
do constantly In their major field. 
Therefore, having a project advisor In 
the lOP from a totally different area 
gives another dimension to the 
student's educational process that Is 
possible, but not as likely, If the whole 
thing Is In the same field. And 1 car· 
talnly, absolutely would recommend 
strongly against having the same ad· 
visor for the lOP and MOP. That 
student Is really short changing him· 
self by not getting the benefit of dlf· 
ferent points of view." 
Oean Grogan has found that there are 
two faults commonly occurring In the 
development of projects. Both MOPs 
and lOPs sometimes show "lack of 
adequate planning, the putting down In 
advance what Is to be accomplished 
through the project before starting It 
moving. I think sometimes there's a lot 
of sound and fury but without very 
much dlrectlon ... one of the greatest 
deficiencies we have and where 
problems arise Ia when projects start 
without adequate tnought and 
preparation. I'm a strong advocate of a 
project proposal on project design to 
be a~bmltted and approved by the. ad· 
DAVID W TAYLOR 
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Francis Lutz. 
visor or sponsor before the project 
begins." Another major deficiency Is 
the "lack of reflection, lack of analysis 
after the project Is over an Inquiry Into 
what really happened. Thinking hard 
about the project experience and put· 
tlng It down on paper In terms of a 
review of what occurred ... some lOPs 
and MOPs come out more or less as 
diaries of 'What I Did at the Shop 
Today.' And It's not the kind of ex· 
perlence that leads up to the potential 
of the projects - thinking up a con· 
capt, executing It, and then reflecting 
upon lt.'' 
One of the factors that may lead to 
poor project work Is Inadequate 
preparation. Dr. Goodwin states that 
one of the alms of his department Is to 
"provide lOP support by providing 
preparatory courses In economics, 
sociology, political science, and 
psychology ... l've found that there 
doesn't seem to be a great rush towar· 
ds understanding of social Issues In 
light of the pressure of technical 
studl_,s ... there Is not as much Interest 
In social, psychological, political, and 
economic matters ... more students 
should Investigate these courses as 
preparation for the lOP, which Involves 
understanding the social forces ... most 
projects at the Washington Center 
have more preparation. It's hard to do a 
project there without knowing 
something about the government-not 
just high school textbook theory, but 
the way decisions really get made. I've 
found that many students do not 
realize th"llr lack of and need for 
knowledge In these areas." 
The MOP bridges the gap between 
·Marte Aemlng 
undergraduate studies and graduate 
research or job experience. Dr. Scala 
views the MOP as "a natural blending 
of undergraduate and graduate - It's 
all research work. Most people try to 
get some kind of a mesh between their 
graduate and undergraduate work ... the 
Chemistry Department had a degree 
requirement, before the Plan, what you 
would now call a MOP. We had a senior 
research requlremer.~. which was pret· 
ty much the ~ulvalent of an MQP. 
Generally students would do that 
requirement for at least a year, some 
for two or even three years. And when 
those students got out of WPI, lhey 
were ready to be productive graduate 
students Immediately. They didn't have 
to go to graduate school to start lear· 
nlng how to do research. Most of the 
chemistry graduates from WPI who go 
to greduate school do very well there." 
Of. Kenneth Giles, head of the Life 
Sciences Department, says that the 
general view of the MOP among the 
professors In his department 1s that "It 
compliments their research. Although 
we wouldn't discourage people from 
doing projects outside areas of faculty 
expertise, students and faculty would 
be well advised to look at projects 
within the areas of Interest of existing 
faculty research. Both so that It In· 
teracts with areas of ongoing research. 
materials and methods effectively 
being on hand, and also because one 
can benefit the other.'' 
What additional benefit the student 
derives from the WPI Plan In contrast 
to the more traditional educational 
systems depends a great deal upon the 
(continued to ,.ge t3J 
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At Seabrook, the only fighting 
by Tom Nicolosi 
Assoclste editor 
An occasional cloud drifted serenely 
across the blue autumn sky and flame 
colored leaves fell gently to the cool 
ground pushed by the salty breeze that 
hovered ashore from the nearby Atlan-
tic Ocean. All along route 1 near the 
Junction of route 1071n Seabrook, New 
Hampshire, automobiles crowded near 
the two roal",lde gates of the yet to be 
completed nuclear reactor being con-
structed by the Public Service Com· 
pany of New Hamrshlre. The site, 
which has been a ho bed of controver· 
sy both within the local community and 
on the national level, was this Saturday 
morning, October 6, the target of 
perhaps one of the most heated and 
highly publicized antinuclear demon-
strations yet staged In this nation. The 
demonstration was being led by mem-
bers of The Coalition for l>lrect Action, .. ta ed le,.,al protest 
a militant faction of The Clamshell ... any s g • • 
Alliance, a Boston and Portsmouth 
Site of attempted occupation. 
baaed group which Ia opposed to the 
construction of the Seabrook reactor 
as well as to the continued 
proliferation of nuclear energy 
throughout the country. 
Ouf by the gates of the construction 
s1te 1,000·2,000 demonstrators mar-
ched, carrying signs with antinuclear 
and environmentalist slogans printed 
acrou them. Some passing motorists 
shouted encouragement to the mostly 
young crowd of demonstrators while 
others Jeered and still others simply 
passed on, enjoying the spectacle 
while detouring from a leisurely 
weekend drive along the seacoast. 
Soon It became apparent that this 
show of enthusiasm along the road 
was merely a. small fraction of the 
drama that was being staged far away 
from the familiar surroundings of the 
highway. One after another weary 
young people trudged out of the woods 
adjacent to the powerplant gates, their 
feet and legs soaked In the reddish 
blown mud of the salt marshes. "You 
people shouldn't be out here by the 
roadl" exclaimed a young man who 
had emerged from the woods. 
"Everything Ia happening out on the 
marshes," he aald. "Thla morning we 
tried to cut through the fence, but they 
were too strong for us. The cops had 
mace and long poles that they used to 
push people back from the fence. I saw 
about a dozen attack dogs wandering 
around Inside the fence, too," he 
reported. "They were coming outside 
the fence, but every time they tried to 
bust someone we Just all linked arms 
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and surrounded them. They couldn't do 
a thing. You should all really be out 
there Instead of here!" he urged. 
The demonstrator, who was a 
resident of Seabrook and consequently 
knew the area well, gave some quick 
directions which two friends and I 
heeded as we made our way Into the 
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woods away from the roadside 
picketers. Once In the woods, things 
beCame wetter and wetter. Returnees 
from the marshes warned of the tide 
which had just come In and of 
strategically placed plant security 
guards. After much tramping In the 
pine carpeted woods we came across 
the encampment of the demonstrators 
who had arrived the night before In or-
der to get an early start with their plans 
to halt construction of the reactor by 
occupying the uncompleted core site. 
Here, a couple of hundred backpacking 
tents and makeshift leantos were 
clustered near the periphery of PSC 
property. 
From here on there was no problem 
In finding the way to the site of the 
demonstration. Apparently, demon-
strators had marked trails leading to 
the salt marshes. Once we arrived at 
the marsheS we caught our first glimpse 
of the reactor site and the mass of 
protestors milling at Ita feet. Even from 
the mile or so distance at which we 
were standing from the site, the size of 
the constructlon was clearly apparent. 
It was easy to Imagine the scale of the 
undertaking to construct the 1.3 
million kilowatt facility. It was also 
clear that the demonstrators equated 
the danger associated with the project 
to Its size, for In order to reach the s(te 
one had to either wade across that now 
waist deep mud of the marshes or 
trudge several miles through the not 
much dryer woods along the edge of 
the construction site. 
Upon surveying the scene, I recalled 
the words of one would-be occupier 
who we had met along the way to the 
marshes. His faded blue leans and 
hiking boots were soaked n mud. At 
his neck hung a discolored surgical 
mask that he flad used to protect him· 
self from the onslaught of tear gas and 
mace that pollee had used to thwart 
the demonstrators In their attempts to 
cut through the fence surrounding the 
core construction site. "There were 
pollee and National Guard all along the 
fence when we tried to get In around 
seven·thlrty or eight this morning," he 
explained. "There were just too many 
of them for us. They used high 
pressure water hoses and clubs to 
push people away from the fence. We 
cut through In some places but 
nobody at all got ln. I got hit with mace 
and that was bad. It leaves a burning 
sensation In your throat and eyes and 
the only way to get rid ot It Is to flush 
yourself out with water. After some 
people got hit, they were not anxious 
to repeat the experience," he said. 
"There was a real danger of physical 
hurt Involved and most people weren't 
prepared for that · they had gone 
through the training, but they had 
never experienced anything like that 
and that Is a whole different story. 
Some ot the only satisfaction that 
some people got was from throwing 
back some of the tear gas canisters." 
STRAIGHT EDGES/T-SQUARES 
MURIC ROL£S/l-SQUARES 
CENTtRING ROLES 
TRIANGL£S/CURYE STICKS 
INKING ROLES 
and many others •.• 
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was against the marshes 
After a long walk through the muddy 
woods. we flnally emerged Into the 
marsh near the fence where up to 3,000 
demonstrators were clustered. The fir-
st site to greet us was that of authority 
armed and seemingly Invincible. 1 felt 
true fear as I stared across the fence at 
the several hundred state troopers who 
had oathered from all over NAw 
England and at the fatigue clad con-
tingent of National Guardsmen. They 
were all armed with a full array of riot 
control equipment Including helmets, 
flack vests, night sticks, long poles, 
mace, gas masks and revofvers. It 
seemed that at any time a group of the 
officers could emerge from a nearby 
hole that had been cut In the fence 
earlier and totally demolish the crowd 
of passive demonstrators that stood In 
the mud chanting antinuclear slogans 
and singing arm In arm. Near the llole 
that had been cut In the fence a group 
of twenty or so New Hampshire state 
pollee stood. Some Jeered at passing 
demonstrators while others remained 
silently doing the job for which they 
had been called, 
"Let me give you some advice," said 
one young demonstrator. "Don't try to 
talk to these people," he said referring 
tn the oollce. "I asked one If he was 
here to just do his job or If he was 
against our cause. He said that that 
was a stuold auestlon and came out of 
the hole In the fence and searcheo 
me." 
I witnessed another - perhaps the 
same officer putting oft the questions 
of a reporter. "How many arrests have 
you made today?" asked the reoorter. 
"That's a stupid question," repll8d the 
officer. "Do you want to be the first?" 
"Hey, I have to ask that question," 
replied the reporter. "Can't you aee 
that I'm a member of the press?" 
"Well alii have to say," said the of-
fleer, "Is that If you're walking around 
out there barefooted among polson 
Ivy then there must be something 
wrong with you In the head." 1 wit-
nessed no such poisonous plants. 
Pollee and National Guardsmen 
stood shoulder to shoulder behind the 
tence. Above the site on a crane tnat 
towered over 300 feet In the air an 
American flag flapped In the breeze. In 
front of me demonstrators sang 
"America the Beautiful" In subdued 
and ghostly tones. In some places 
state troopers seemed relaxed. stan· 
ding and watching the singing demon· 
strators. In other places the demon-
strators were noisy, clapping rhyth· 
mlcally and chanting loudly at pollee 
standing across the barbed wire top· 
ped chain link fence. "The people, 
united, will never be defeated!" they 
shouted over and over again. 
One Maine state pollee officer 
seemed sympathetic when confronted 
by demonstrators on the Issues at 
hand. ''Way down deep I believe In 
you," he said. "When you see this 
number of people all believing In one 
thing you can't help but be touched by 
lt." 
Said one demonstrat?!z "We didn't 
come here to be violent. we came here 
to stop Seabrook!" 
" Well," replied the officer, "maybe 
It's too late for Seabrook." 
National Guard •nd protettera In Seabtoolr etandoff. 
Hughes is news 
We make engineering and scientific history year otter 
year. Like 197 6, when five Hughe~developed satellites 
went Into orbit. 
If you come to work with us, we'll both make news in 
your home-town paper. 
Help Hughes Aircraft Company make news. And 
electronic miracles. And history. (And no airplanes.) 
Ask your placement office when Hughes recruiters will be 
on campus. 
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(contlnu.d from IMO• 11) 
student's motivation, clarity of vision, 
and sense of purpose. Dr. Scala 
believes that many students' "Ideas 
are not that well formed when they are 
freshmen. They have to make a 
declalon whether to be a chemical 
engineer, chemist, mechanical 
engineer, electrical engineer, or 
mathematician, based on not knowing 
what these disciplines are or what If 
as a practlcloner In one of these 
professions is like ... l have the feeling 
that despite the great flexibility, which 
we tried to build Into the Plan, students 
don't exercise lt . They operate as 
though they have a number of things to 
do and they set out to do them with the 
greatest efficiency. They're not always 
very efficient, but at least thetr plans 
ant meant to be. If they need five cour· 
ses and a sufficiency, they won't take 
seven courses. They're going to take 
five courses. It's a requirement-It's 
not viewed as a learning, Intellectual 
experlence ... when the Plan was con· 
celved it was predicated on the Idea 
that the kind of student we get would 
change. To some extent the kind of 
student we've gotten recently has 
changed, but only perhaps ten percent 
of the students. The other ninety per· 
cent of the students are the same 
students who were coming here in 
1965 or 69. We haven't attracted a full 
complement of a different kind of 
student. The ten percent that we have 
attracted are the ones who have exer-
cised the flexibility, do things differen-
tly. Probably most students are taking 
what used to be the old required 
curriculum. They're cheating them-
selves." 
Dean Bolz feels that new students In 
order to make better use of the WPI 
Plan " Should get Involved In the 
freshmen seminar and Investigate with 
their advisors and other faculty mem-
bers particular aapects of the 
educational process. They should look 
Into POPs, Washington, Co-op, ex-
change programs-anything they 
might want to plan for. It's good to 
learn as much as possible as one can 
about what 's available and what 
preparation Is needed. Most people 
don't do this and delay until It's too 
late." 
In the continuing formation of the 
Plan, Bolz believes that "the main ef· 
fort now Is to strengthen, to continue 
to build the quality of the programs. 
The comp Is undergoing a lot of 
evolutionary change and will continue 
to do so. It's Important to find out what 
works, and what really doesn't " 
P.,.14 
... Pub 
(conflnu~ trom page1) 
The Wednesday night activity at the 
Pub Includes the " Dance Night" . It's 
simply a chance to meet people. 
"The flrat time I went to the Pub 
was on a dance night," mentioned 
Steve Snyder, a freshman. " I went 
there with another friend and we sat 
down and listened to the music. There 
were not many people dancing, but 
there was a good crowd. •• 
If the dancing does not suit your 
style, you could enter the Pub on a 
Thursday night. Thursday Is the mellow 
entertainment of the "Coffeehouse". 
The bearded manager explained that 
the coffee house is geared towards 
softer music. You wouldn't expect to 
walk Into the coffee house and see 
someone hammerlnp drums or droning 
out a heavy guitar solo. 
"Thursday night Is the n1ght where 
soloists or small bands perform,' ' add-
ed Deluca. If you have ever viSited a 
"Ground Round" restaurant, you would 
be familiar w1th this type of setting . 
The big bands roll Into the Pub on 
the weekends . 
"FOf SOc admission you can't get a 
better deal," continued an energetic 
Deluca. "We usually get good bands 
to perform on the weekends and we 
have gotten a lot of positive comments 
about them. Occasionally we'll get a 
band that is having an off night, but 
that happens anywhere." 
Variety Is the theme behind the 
Pub's entertainment. The activities 
planned are geared as closely as 
possible to the Interests of all the 
members of the WPI commumty. but as 
Deluca admitted. they are not well at· 
tended so far this year 
" When the drinking age was 21, the 
Pub was known as the Senior Men's 
Club, but In 1973, when the age went to 
18, everything changed," added 
Deluca. 
" We moved upstairs Into the bigger 
area and we were getting good crowds. 
We were selling a lot of bottled beer, as 
It seemed to be popular, and everyone 
was having a good time." 
With the passing of the news State 
Law, Goat's Head Pub took a nose· 
dive, Now only 50 percent of the 
student body Is eligible to drink 
alcoholic beverages. 
The big question was, would the 
Pub become a senior club once again? 
Deluca says It hasn't. " We have a 
restrtcted area, where the over 20's can 
buy dnnks, but all of our events occur 
In the bigger room where anyone can 
go. 
"We're not as alcohol centered aa 
we used to be. We serve an Important 
function on campus and we are more 
of a lounge activities center • we have 
to change with the times. 
So, you're under 20, and you've read 
everything up to this point, and a 
question keeps popping up In your 
head: 
"What can I do in the Pub?" 
You're under 20 and you can't buy a 
beer, therefore you have no business In 
the Pub. 
Wrong! 
Mention munchies, and the Pub 
provides something new this year. You 
can get anything from a ham and 
cheese sandwich to hot cocoa or herb 
NEWSPEAK Tueaday,October18,1878 
teas. Not evervthlng served In the Pub 
contains alcohol. 
" We also have something new that 
we're going to come out with ," ren· 
dered Deluca "It 's called a Pub 
Colada, In other words, a non-alcoholic 
Pin a Colada, and It should be out soon 
"There are plenty of things to munch 
on and they are not very expensive. For 
example, with $2.00 you could get 
three of our clam cakes (85C) and four 
dnnks, and still walk away with 
change." 
You want hot pretzels, got 'em. 
Danish Is also served hot. The Pub has 
potentially any meal for you. 
Special events are also a big part of 
the Pub curriculum. Last week the Pub 
presented a Spectrum series featuring 
"Oo'a." The Pub also conducts 
backgammon tournaments each term 
with special prizes. 
The biQ event coming up will be on 
Dec. 1, when the Pub will present the 
" Gong Show." 
• " I'm hoping to get a lot of partici-
pants here so they can get a chance to 
see how many things can happen 
here," encouraged Deluca. 
"With the business going the way It 
has been, we may have to make some 
cuts. Right now we're open seven 
nights a week, but It's costing us more 
to operate than laat year because we 
have lost so many customers." 
If you're looking for something par· 
ticular, the Pub events are listed on the 
activities calendar. The sociable 
DeLuca encourages people to come 
down and Introduce themselves. 
"I don't have the opportunity to meet 
as many new freshmen as I have In the 
past. I'd love to have some people drop 
In and talk, or If anyone has any 
suggestions, I'm open." 
I'm sure many of you have never 
heard of William Lyon Phelps before, 
but he once said, "Those who decide to 
use their leisure as a means of mental 
development, who love good music, 
good pictures, good plays, good com· 
pany, good conversation • what are 
they? They are the happiest people In 
the world." 
Edgemere 
Drive-In Theater 
Route 20 
hrewsbury, Mass 
Th is coupon admits 
one full carload for only 
$3 
A S2 00 savmqs 
off our regular pnces 
For current picture information call 
753·5011 
Cosmic visitor lectures 
by Doug Fraher 
Newspeak staff 
Dr Laurence W. Fredrick, Director of 
the Leander McCormick Observatory 
and the Chairman of the Astronomy 
Department at the University of 
VIrginia, Is a part icipant In the 
American Astronomical Society's 
Harlow Shapley VIsiting Lectureship In 
Astronomy program. Dr. Fredrick gave 
a lecture last week for the WPI com· 
munlty on "Cosmic Scale" and con 
ducted a physics colloquium on Oc· 
tober9 
Harlow Shapley(1885·1972), 
president of the AAS from 1943·1946, 
was prominent both for his research 
and his role as a public educato~ and 
lecturer. In 1914, Shapley started 
working as a staff member for the 
Mount Wilson Observatory. There he 
conducted studies on th color and 
magnitude of stars In globular 
clusters. Through his work he was able 
to prove that the sun Is located at a 
students who may be Interested In 
equals 3.528 light years which equals 
1.918 x 10 to the 13th power miles) from 
the center of the Milky Way-not at Its 
center, as had been previously 
assumed. From 1921 to 1952, he was 
the director of the Harvard Obser-
vatory, where he did research on 
variable stars In the Magellanlc clouds 
and the Milky Way fields. In the 1930's 
he discovered the first dwarf galaxies 
In the Sculptor and Fornax. Shapley 
also played a major part In the foun· 
ding of UNESCO and the start of AAS's 
VIsiting Professors Program. 
Therefore, the members of the society 
thought It appropriate that this aspect 
of the society, which he had devoted so 
much time and effort to, carry his 
name. 
Dr. Fredrick's lecture dealt with the 
cosmic distance scale and entailed a 
"step by step development of how one 
determines astronomical distances, 
starting with the distance from the Ear· 
th to the Sun and going up to how one 
determines the distance of galaxies. 
"The colloquium dealt with a line of 
research currently being done at 
several U.S. observatories. The validity 
of some of the results obtained Is 
being questioned and according to 
Fredrick It's "Important to my line of 
research to determine If the result Is 
Instrumental. There's a new type of 
telescope being used In this that can 
give results that may be dependent on 
the condition of the Instrument . We 
want to find ways to check this and 
prevent spurious results from being 
obtained. 
Dr. Fredrick Is a member of the 
NASA Large Space Telescope Team 
(National Academy of Sciences). 
Talking of his work, Fredrick said that 
the advent of the space shuttle has of· 
fered advantages and restrictions. One 
drawback Is that the landing mass Is 
limited. "The telescope we're working 
on has a 2Vl meter aperture. It will 
have a resolving power a factor of ten 
better than any observatory on Earth· 
with It we'll be able to better explore 
familiar objects and search for and In· 
vestlgate ones now unknown to us." 
One purpose of the AAS's VIsiting 
Professor Program Is to " motivate 
qualified college and university 
students who may be Interested In 
pursuing a career In astronomy or one 
In the physical sciences." According to 
Professor Hilsinger of the WPI physics 
department, WPI offers " two courses 
In astronomy. Starting In the next 
operational catalog, they'll be listed 
under a separate astronomy heading. 
The course content won't really 
change, but they'll be more visible to 
people who might not have been 
aware of them ... there are also In· 
dependent studies In astrophysics 
toplcs ... at the lntersesslon course In 
astronomy we've had no fewer than flf· 
ty people each year. The course Is 
three days of Intensive study ... ! feel Its 
the equivalent of a regular survey 
course In a university for the non-
technical." Students Interested In 
future work In the field have done 
"countless projects In astrophysics. 
Right now, there's a computer science 
student doing a comet orbit problem. 
There have been projects In stellar at· 
mospheres and pulses. You can do the 
equivalent of an advanced course In 
astrophysics. Astronomy Is the lab for 
physics. Most graduate schools 
recommend a degree In math or 
physics background for further work In 
astronomy." 
The University of VIrginia has more 
extensive astronomy curriculum. Ac· 
cording to Fredrick, there Is "an un· 
dergraduate degree In astronomy given 
that does not carry a recommendation 
for graduate work. It Includes math 
through ordinary differential equations 
and some physics. Then there Is a 
major In astrophysics-really physics 
with some astronomy as the carrot. A 
person completing this course of work 
automatically gets a recommendation 
for graduate school ... lt's essential for 
someone who wants to work In 
astronomy to have a good, solid 
physics background." 
Dr Fredrick obtained a B.A. In 
mathematics In 1952 and a M.A. In 
astronomy In 1954 from Swarthmore 
College. In 1959, he obtained his Ph.D. 
In astronomy from the Ul')lversltv of 
Pennsylvania. His main professional 
Interests are astrometry, photometry, 
spectroscopy, Instrumentation, space 
Instrumentation and telescope design. 
Films showing 
at library 
Two films wil l be shown In con· 
junction with the exhibit presently on 
dlsolay In the Gordon Library: "The 
Shakers In Amerlca"-30 min, and "The 
Shakers"·30 min. Both films are In 
color. There will be 2 showings of the 
films-Friday, October 19 at 12 noon and 
Wednesday, October 2" at 4 p.m. The 
films will be shown In the Seminar 
Room In the Gordon Library. 
Hughes recruiters 
speak 
many languages: 
Fortran. loser, gallium arsenide, mtcrowave, Comsot, 
fellowships, Ada (a dialect of Pascal), and more 
Best of all, they talk your language. 
So have a talk about your future and ours. Ask your 
placement office when the Hughes recruiters will be 
on campus 
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Now 5·1 
Kickers k~Jep ball rolling 
The WPI soccer team raised their 
record to 5-1 with a pair of shutouts 
in their last two outings. This sets up 
a rugged battle with 5-Q-3 Babson 
today at 3:30 on Tech's home field. 
For a quick comparison, Babson has 
beaten the only team to which WPI 
has lost, Tufts 1-o (fech lost 3-1). 
However, WPI beat Coast Guard, 
3·2, which Babson recently played to 
post. Mickey Nallen had WPI' s 
other tally for a final score of 3-Q. 
Then on homecoming day, WPI blast· 
ed Holy Cross for the second straight 
year, this time by a score of 6·0. 
Capta1n Kaabl completecs the first 
hat trick of his career in the first half 
as WPI Qot off to a shaky 3-0 half-
time lead. WPI had luck on Its side 
Tennis team sends four 
to championships 
as Holy Cross controlled much of the 
SpORTS 
a scoreless tie. Babson is rated first first hair, but Berg came up with the 
for Division II In New England, so big saves to thwart the H.C. attack 
a WPI victory would definitely move The second half was a different story, 
the boaters into play-off contention. however, WPI came out and totally 
A recap of the last two games shows dominated the game the rest of the 
the defense finally getting Its act way 3 goals were scored In the first 
together. Along with the Improved 15 minutes of the second half to de· 
play of the fullbacks, Jim Ellenber- moralize time H.C. squad. Fullback Bob 
ger's goal tending has also shown lm- Cummings hit up a prayer from mld-
provement. Credit and thanks should f1eld which somehow found the back 
go to Prof. Woolford, an all-american of the net. "Hondo" Hanly and Mlck 
keeper out of Brown. His voluntary "The Rock" Nallen closed out the 
efforts once a week are much appre- scoring for-the final margin of victory. 
elated and certainly has helped the So today, the WPI squad faces per-
team. enn1al Powerhouse, Babson, In the 
Against the Unlv. of Lowell, Berg biggestgamesofarthlsyear. So come 
recorded his first shut-out of the sea- down to the field at 3:30 today, show 
son while magnificently tipping out some psych, and help WPI In Its bid 
two net-bound shots. The goals were to edge closer to making the New 
all purple that day with John "Hondo" Eng lands. Remember, WPI soccer 
Han In two shots off the is on the move, CATCH ITI 
-.- ~--.. 
Saturday, the Engineers trne/ to Sates to try again. 
WPI & Becker Jr. College 
The WPI women's tennis team Is 
now achieving some well -deserved 
recognition. Accumulating two 
straight victories, they have boosted 
their record to 5·2. Their only two 
losses have come to Assumption and 
Brandeis, both strong teams. 
On Saturday, October 6 , they 
defeated the University of Lowell by s 
score of 4-3 at home. The squad from 
Lowell was understandably very con· 
fldent because of their domination of 
matches In the past. Fortunately, they 
had a few surprises. WPI wasted no 
time and quickly put the match out of 
reach by winning four out of five 
singles matches, Lowell did, however, 
manage to gain some satisfaction by 
METADC waiting 
Who would have believed It? This 
school's TAs and RAs are a bunch of 
wimps (except for mechanical 
engineering of course). METADC 
Issued a challen~e, but did anyone 
respond? No-oooo. 
Now the mechanical engineering 
teaching assistant dart club(METADC) 
is ready to expand its domain of com-
petition. From now on, we'll take on 
anybody. We'll take on teams of un· 
dergrads, we'll take on faculty or staff, 
we'll take on the administration, we'll 
even take on girls! 
So come on people, now Is your 
chance to get In on a maJor Inter· 
national competitive sport. Ca_ll cam-
pus extension 424 and do it now 
Sugarbush 
Includes: Ski & Party Week 
5 Y2 days unlimited skiing 
Choice of 2 mountains 
Lodging 
2 meals daily 
free beer and wine party 
1980 
Date Jan. 20·25 
Price: $135 
Contact Bill at 191·6066 or Barrie at 151·4458 
narrowing the score with doubles VIC· 
tortes. In the first doubles. they were 
pushed to a third set tie breaker. 
Singles winners were Deborah 
Biederman, Cindy Gagnon, Karen 
Scala, and Stacie Burkhardt. 
On a cold, windy Columbus Day the 
team traveled to Wellesley to face 
Babson. In previous years, Babson has 
also handled our team easily . WPI 
began with a quick 3·0 lead, but Bab· 
son managed to score two points with 
two singles victories to bring the score 
to 3-2 . The doubles teams finished 
Babson off for a 5·2 score. Singles 
winners were Usa Longwell, Deborah 
Biederman, and Beth Martin. Doubles 
winners wer Cathy Glrouard·Beth Mar· 
tin and Cindy Gagnon-Jocelyn Kent. 
The M.A.I.W. Tennis Champlonsh•ps 
are beiOQ held the weekend of October 
13. PartiCipants were chosen on the 
basis of their records for a total draw 
of eight. WPI will be represented in all 
of the three divisions. Lisa Longwell 
will be playing In the number one 
singles division and Deborah Bieder-
man will be participating in the number 
two singles tournament. Cathy 
Girouard and Beth Martin will team up 
in the first double division. We 
congratulate them for being selected 
and wish them luck! 
V·ball drops 2 
, 
by Lynn St.Germain 
Newspesk staff 
The Women's Volleyball team suf-
fered two losses at the hands of RhOde 
Island College and Bryant COllege last 
Thursday, October 11 
The night ooened for the young WPI 
squad with a hard fought battle against 
equally talented Rhode island 
College. The lead see-sawed many 
times before the Engineer's inex· 
perience caught up w1th them and they 
finally succumbed to RIC 15-10 and 15-
12. 
Things then went from bad to worse 
tor WPl as they wer.1 overpowered by 
a hard-hitting Bryant squad 15·1 and 
15-3. 
The Engineer's hope to better the1r 1· 
3 record Wednesday, when they play 
host to Oulnslgamond and Fitchburg 
State JV. 
.. 
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WltAT's ltAppENiNG 
Tuasday,October16 Thursday, October 18 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING COLLOQUIUM, " Analysis and Control 
of Crystal Distribution". Or. Ronald W. Rousseau, North Carolina State 
University, Goddard 217·227, 11 a.m. 
JV SOCCER vs. Mt. Wachusett CC, home, 3:30p.m. 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL vs. Framingham State, 8:30p.m. 
COFFEEHOUSE presents " Metric Time", Pub, 8:30 p.m. 
SOCCER vs. Babson, home, 3:30p.m . 
CIVIL ENGINEERING COLLOQUIUM, "Design and Construction of 
Tall Buildings", Robert J. McNamara, Glllum·Colaco Consultants, 
Kavan 116, 4 p .m. (coffee 3:45). 
Friday, October 19 
FIELD HOCKEYvs. MIT, away, 3':30 p.m. 
Saturday, October 29 LEW COUNTS from Analog Devices, Inc. will speak on Synthesis vs. 
Analysis of Linear ICs In AK220 at 4 p.m. Sponsored by the WPI student 
IEEE. 
ENERGY EXPO '79 sponsored by Massachusetts Electric, Alden 
Hall and Wedge, 10 a.m.·4p.m. 
PHYSICS COLLOQUIUM by Professor C. Hohenemser, of the 
Physics Dept., Clark University, "The Study of Lattice Defects via 
Nuclear Spectroscopy Methods", Olin 118,4:15 p.m . 
SOCCER vs. Nichols, home, 2 p.m. 
FOOTBALL vs. Bates, away, 2 p.m. 
MEIMG COLLOQUIUM, "Creative Engineers and Scientists: Who 
Succeeds at What", John Wilkes (SS&PS), HL109, 4:30p.m. (coffee at 4). 
Sunday, October 21 
LENS & LIGHTS FILM, "Buck Rogers In the 25th Century", Alden 
Hall, 6:30 and 9:30p.m. (adm. $1). CINEMA TECH, "Max Havelaar", Klnnlcutt Hall, 7:30p.m. 
PUB FLICKS, "Famous Movie Monsters" and 1911 silent film "Or. 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde", 8:30 and 10 p.m. 
Wednesday, October 17 
WOMEN'S TENNISvs. Stonehlll, away, 3 p.m. 
CROSS COUNTRY vs. Williams/Coast Guard, home, 4 p.m. 
FIELD HOCKEY vs. Wheaton, away, 4 p.m. 
Monday, October 23 
WPI WOMEN'S CLUB reading workshop, "In Search of History: A 
Personal Adventure" by Theodore H. White, Archives Room, 7:30p.m. 
Tuesday,October23 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL vs. Fitchburg State/Oulnslgamond CC, 
home, 7p.m. p.m. 
LAST DAY OF CLASSES, Term A. 
WOMEN's VOLLEYBALL vs. Eastern Conn/St. Joseph's, home, 7 
DANCE NIGHT in the Pub, 8:30p.m. 
COMPUTEit SCIENilST 
M1· ub~t·ttH' un ~troduatm~tfrom 
co/l~fl.e wa.1 to ohram employment 1n/h 
u ft•udt•r tn m1 prt~ji'I.IIUII NSA 
tul{tfl,·d that llh)«'t'l/1 e The hut ant's u/ 
~SA and the, umputer ha••• lteen 
mttn~<med unce the• onfi.IIU of both 
NSA cnntmues to be the pacllsettt'r"' 
tht• duta srfl~m.t {t~ld - pn·,entmJ( 
upportutfltu>.• to he a pan oft he lall••t 
tt•chno/ogy "f!tnl( dt•nlured und uJed 
mJu•tn~ ... ,de." 
Ftlttwrtl JolllfUJff 
B.S. Comp•ttr Scil~tce 
ELECfRONlC ENGINEER 
"A~ u coll~g~ student faced with finding a JOb and HartinR a 
can: n .~ou are presented rrwm· optioru. NSA Jhould be nne 
11{ ~our comtiltrottoru Worlang at NSA has b•'"" both a 
challenge and a contmualleammR ~Xp(•nence 1ince our 
mt••ion demand\ that we work on the culliflfl. edge of 
terhnoiOilJ'• I ha•·e r>.pt>nencC!d th~ latufaction that com111 
\\ 1th ha•·m~t hc•t•n a membt~r of pro~ct teams tm·ol•·ed ..... ,h a 
•undl' of computer systt•mt and communicattoru problerru. " 
._1arlt Walch 
8.1:.£ .. \.1.£ . 
MATIIEMATICIAN 
-As an VSA Mathemattctan I 
t'II!O' thi' opportum11· to app(l' a •·anttt) 
fl/math('maucal disctplmes, mdudtng f 
mom· .... ·htch fall untk•r the httadmfl. pure 
mat he mattes. to m.1 JOb. A .... 1de range of 
•ophuucated cryptologi,· prohllrru prtfents a constant cltalkngfr to dl~1tlop 
ne ... and aea1111e approaches In fact. ere. attl'tl.V is probably the one unll!ltrsal 
reqummwnt for Dfl NSA Mathematictan 
I mda Shic•IJ~ 
B. 1 .. \1, I . ~lathrmutit' 
PUT YOURSELF IN THE PICTURE 
At the National Securtty Agency your future w1U be linked to the n.uion·~. 
Whether your Interests are m elecLromc engmeenng. computers, mathematical 
rc~arch or h1gh pnomy trunshluon. you will play a meaningful role in the 
natiOn's commumcauons security or the productit"~n of fore1gn inrelligt:nce. 
"iSA IS challenge. NSA isopportunit) 0 l"iat10nal Securit) A~ency headquaners 
are located m the pleasant Mal') land 'iuburbs. close to Washington. 0 C .. 
Baltimore and Annapoli:.. Maryland - JUSt nunutes away rrom countless 
cultural. historical. recreational and educational opportunities. 0 Find out 
more about career opportuniues offered hy NSA. schedule an mterview wuh us 
through your ColleKe Placement Office Or call U\ collect at .l01·'796-61tll . Mr. 
lkmard Norvell College Recruument Manager. w11l be happy to talk w1th you. 
0 Nauonal Secunry Agency. Aun: MJ2R. Fort George G. Meade. Maryland 
'}J)7~5. An Equal Opportunuy Employer U.S Citizenship Requ~red 
NSA National Security Agency 
